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ABSTRACT
A nanoGraphite (nanoG) having a high surface area and a high shape anisotropy, defined as the ratio between the
crystallite dimensions in a direction orthogonal and parallel to structural layers, was used to prepare nanocomposites based on
poly(1,4-cis-isoprene) (IR), in the neat polymer matrix and in the presence of carbon black (CB). Tensile and dynamic-
mechanical measurements showed that nanoG forms a filler network at a relatively low concentration in neat IR and a hybrid
filler network at a lower nanoG concentration in the presence of CB. A synergistic effect between the two carbon allotropes
was found: composites containing both fillers present initial modulus values much higher than those calculated through the
simple addition of the initial moduli of the composites containing only CB or nanoG. [doi:10.5254/rct.13.87903]
INTRODUCTION
The polymer world has been characterized, over the past years, by the appearance of the so-
called nanofillers.1,2 They are made by primary particles, with at least one dimension of one or few
nanometers, that can be individually dispersed in the polymer matrix. Conversely, traditional fillers
such as carbon black (CB) and silica are nanostructured: they are made by particles aggregates that
cannot be separated through a thermomechanical mixing.3 Most investigated nanofillers are
organically modified clays (OC)1,2,4–6 and carbon nanotubes (CNTs).1,2,7 They have features of
great importance for the reinforcement of polymer matrices: a large specific surface area and a high
length-to-width ratio, which is a high aspect ratio. Thanks to these features, both OC (Refs. 8–10)
and CNT (Ref. 11) require low content (less than 10% by weight) in a polymer matrix to form filler
networks, provided that they are mostly dispersed as single or few layers or tubes. As a
consequence, with very low nanofiller content, is possible to obtain high values of Young modulus
for a thermoplastic matrix and a remarkable effect on the viscoelastic properties for polymer melts
and elastomers.
Nowadays, the research is mainly focused on carbon nanofillers. Besides CNT, a steadily
increasing interest is for graphene, a two-dimensional (2D) sheet made of sp2-hybridized carbon
atoms in an extended honeycomb network.12 At the origin of said interest are its excellent thermal,
electrical, and mechanical properties and its layered structure. Graphene has been demonstrated as
the thinnest material on earth,13 thus presenting a very high aspect ratio. The theoretical elastic
modulus of a graphene sheet is greater than 1 TPa, and the Young modulus is about 1060 MPa,
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which is several times higher than that of a clay.14,15 Remarkable efforts are thus made to prepare
graphene or graphitic nanofillers made by few layers of graphene. These nanofillers are mainly
called graphite nanoplatelets (GNP) but can also be called graphite nanosheets, graphite nanoflakes,
or just simply exfoliated or expanded graphite (EG). Comprehensive reviews are already available
on different types of graphite nanoparticles, reporting on their synthesis and modification16,17 and
processing.18 In a recent review,19 GNP are defined as a type of graphitic nanofillers composed of
stacked 2D graphene sheets. GNP are characterized by a high surface area (theoretical value up to
2630–2965 m2/g)20 and by a high aspect ratio, when GNP aggregates are formed by a low number
of sheets. In the literature, the reduction in the number of stacked layers in GNP is attempted through
a variety of techniques, namely, intercalation, oxidization, heat treatment, microwave irradiation,
and ultrasonic treatment.21–24 A wide range of applications is envisaged for GNP, from sensors25
and electromechanical resonators26 to adsorbents.27–29 GNP deserve increasing interest also as
filler for polymers,30 and reviews are already available on processing18 and mechanical and
electrical properties31 of the ensuing polymer nanocomposites. GNP are used for thermoplastics,
such as poly(ethylene) (PE),32 ultra-high-molecular-weight PE,33 poly(propylene),34–37 poly(sty-
rene),38,39 poly(ethyleneterephtalate),40 poly(methylmethacrylate),41,42 poly(urethane),43 poly(-
carbonate),44 poly(vinylidenefluoride),45 poly(etherimide),46 and poly(lactide),47 and for
thermosets, such as epoxy resins.48 Improvements of mechanical, electrical, thermal, and oxygen
barrier properties are reported.
In the case of elastomers, papers are available for natural rubber (NR),49–55 poly(styrene-co-
butadiene) (SBR),55–58 poly(butadiene-co-acrylonitrile) (NBR),55,59–62 carboxylated NBR,63
fluoroelastomers,64 and silicon rubber.65 GNP led to the improvement in the following properties:
mechanical,49–61,63 electrical,51–55,57,58,62–64 thermal,51–53,55,57,58,63,65 barrier,55 tribological,57–60,63
wear resistance,55 and friction coefficient.61 GNP were used in their pristine state or underwent
various treatments in order to achieve a higher level of exfoliation. For example, pristine GNP having
a thickness of 10 nm were used to prepare electrically conductive NBR-based composites,62 finding
0.5 phr as the percolation concentration and a high sensitivity to compression strain in the region of the
percolation transition. EG was obtained by microwave irradiation of graphite oxide and was
subsequently suspended in an aqueous medium as graphite nanosheets with the help of a surfactant
and microwave irradiation.60 Nanocomposites were finally prepared by adding, under vigorous
stirring, NBR latex. The presence of these graphite nanosheets in nanocomposites containing also a
large amount of CB led to enhanced tensile and dynamic mechanical properties and to a reduced
coefficient of friction and specific wear rate. Moreover, the presence of EG incremented the tensile
strength of SBR-based nanocomposites.56 To introduce more acid and hydroxyl groups onto the
graphene layers, commercially available EG was oxidized with acids.53 From solution blending, a
master batch based on said modified EG and epoxidized NR was then prepared and finally mixed with
NR through melt blending. Improved mechanical, thermal, and dynamic-mechanical properties were
obtained. An exfoliated graphite was synthesized by the acid intercalation method64 and used for the
preparation of nanocomposites based on a fluoroelastomer with 71 wt% as the fluorine content. The
filler–polymer interaction and interaggregate interactions were hypothesized by observing the
decrease in the intensity of the tand curve from dynamic-mechanical analysis. The formation of an
interphase layer between the filler and the polymer matrix was also proposed on the basis of the rapid
decrease of storage modulus on increasing the strain amplitude.
The main objective of the present work was to obtain graphite/elastomer nanocomposites
characterized by continuous filler networks formed at low nanofiller content without any treatment
of the pristine graphite. A key step was thus the selection of the appropriate pristine graphite grade,
indicated in this work as nanoG, to be distinguished from the GNP samples reported in the literature.
NanoG has a high surface area and high shape anisotropy,66 defined as the ratio between the
crystallite dimensions in directions orthogonal and parallel to structural layers. An accurate X-ray
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diffraction (XRD) analysis recently demonstrated the high shape anisotropy of nanoG: this
nanofiller is characterized by a low number of stacked graphene layers and by an extended
crystalline order inside the structural layers.66 On the basis of these structural features, the formation
of filler networks at low nanoG content and a remarkable mechanical reinforcement should be
expected.
For achieving an even nanoG distribution, poly(1,4-cis-isoprene) (IR) was selected as polymer
matrix, with the aim of taking advantage of its characteristic strain-induced crystallization67–72 and
of the consequent high shear stress promoted during mixing. Said even distribution should be
expected also on the basis of the Zeta potential (ZP) values of nanoparticles.73–76 It is known that, in
a dispersion, ZP is a measure of the repulsion between particles similarly charged. The dispersion
becomes more stable and resistant to aggregation as ZP increases, and a good stability is achieved
for ZP values from –40 mV.77 The ZPs of graphite and graphene dispersions were measured and
found to indicate stable dispersions at pH 7,74,78 reaching a maximum at 9–10 as pH range.75,76
Rubber compounds, which are slightly alkaline, could thus be an ideal environment to prevent
graphite nanoparticle aggregation. Moreover, it is acknowledged that ZP can be applied not only to
aqueous dispersions but also to viscous fluids, such as polymer melts.79–81
IR-based composites containing from 1 to 60 parts per hundred rubber (phr) of nanoG were
prepared by melt blending. Similarly, to explore synergisms between two carbon allotropes,
composites with a hybrid filler system made by nanoG (from 1 to 12 phr) and CB (60 phr) were also
obtained. The shape anisotropy of nanoG was assessed both in the pristine state and in the
composites, by means of XRD analysis. NanoG dispersion in the IR matrix was studied through
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Quasi-static and dynamic-mechanical measurements
were taken on cross-linked samples of both composite series. The initial elastic modulus, E, and the
ultimate properties were obtained from stress–strain curves, determining E as the slope at the origin
of the curves. Strain–sweep tests, carried out by applying to the composites cyclic deformations in
the torsion mode, brought to determine both storage G0 and loss G 00 moduli. The dependence of both
E and G0 measured at minimum deformation (G0cmin) on the nanoG content was studied to
investigate the existence of a percolation threshold for the nanofiller in the IR matrix. The nonlinear
behavior at a low amplitude of viscoelatic moduli was also examined. For the first time, the filler
networking phenomenon, in neat hydrocarbon polymer matrix and in the presence of CB, was




Synthetic poly(1,4-cis-isoprene) (IR) was from Nizhnekamskneftekhim Export (Nizhne-
kamsk, Russian Federation) with trade name SKI3 and 70 Mooney units as Mooney viscosity (ML(1
þ 4)100 8C).
NanoGraphite (nanoG) was Synthetic Graphite 8427t from Asbury Graphite Mills Inc.
(Asbury, NJ, USA). Elemental analysis was performed, and the results, expressed as wt%, are
carbon 99.5, hydrogen 0.4, nitrogen 0.1, and oxygen 0.0. Thus, the value of carbon content reported
in the technical data sheet (at least 99 wt%) was substantially confirmed. The surface area was
measured to be 330 m2/g.
Carbon black N326 (CB), with 30 nm as the mean diameter of spherical primary particles,
hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) surface area of 85 m2/g, iodine adsorption of
84 g/kg, and dibutylphthalate (DBP) adsorption number 72 mL/100 g, was obtained from Cabot
(Boston, MA, USA). It was used as received.
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Ingredients for composite preparation were used as received: bis(3-triethoxysylilpropyl)te-
trasulfide, Si69 (Degussa, Hanau, Germany), ZnO (Zincol Ossidi, Milano, Italy), stearic acid
(Sogis, Cremona, Italy), N-(1,3-dimethylbutyl)-N-phenyl-p-phenylenediamine (6-PPD; Cromp-
ton, Middlebury, CT, USA), sulphur (Solfotecnica, Ravenna, Italy), phtalic anhydride (Aldrich, St.
Louis, MO, USA), N,N-dicyclohexylbenzothiazol-2-sulfenamide (DCBS; Flexsys, Kingsport,
TN, USA), and cyclohexylthiopthalimide (prevulcanization inhibitor; Santogard PVI, Flexsys).
PREPARATION OF COMPOSITES BY MELT BLENDING
Composites’ preparation was performed following the same procedure already adopted in
previous works of nanocomposites, based on clays8 and CNT.11
Composites without CB. — A Brabendert type internal mixer, with a 50 mL mixing chamber,
was used for the preparation of composites without CB. A standard procedure was adopted. IR was
introduced into the mixer at 80 8C and masticated for 1 min. The nanoG was added, and mixing was
carried out for 5 min. The master batch was discharged at a temperature between 110 and 115 8C.
After 16 h, it was fed again into the mixer and mixed at 60 8C and 30 rpm for 1 min. ZnO and stearic
acid were then added, performing the mixing for a further 2 min; sulphur and sulphenamide were
finally added, discharging the compound after 2 min at about 60 8C. Composites were finally
homogenized by passing them five times on a two-roll mill operating at 50 8C, with the front roll
rotating at 30 rpm and the back roll rotating at 38 rpm, and 1 cm as the nip between the rolls.
Composite formulations are shown in Table I.
Composites with CB. — Composites containing both CB and nanoG were prepared in two
steps, following the procedure already reported for IR-based nanocomposites with CB/OC (Ref. 8)
or CB/CNT (Ref. 11) as hybrid filler system. An IR/CB master batch was first prepared in a
Banbury-type internal mixer with a 1050 mL mixing chamber. IR was introduced at 40 8C and
masticated for 30 s with rotors rotating at 75 rpm. CB was then added, and mixing was carried out
for 120 s. The master batch was discharged at approximately 140 8C after 3 min of mixing. This
master batch was then used for the preparation of all the composites containing CB, adding various
amounts of nanoG. The master batch was introduced into the Brabender-type internal mixer at 80 8C
and masticated at 30 rpm for 60 s. Different amounts of nanoG were added following the procedure
described above for composites without CB. Formulations of composites with CB are reported in
Table II.
Cross-linking of Composites. — Cross-linking reactions were promoted, for all the prepared
composites, by a typical sulphur-based curing system, made of activators (ZnO, stearic acid),
sulphur, and an accelerator (CBS). The amount of ingredients is indicated in Table I and Table II for
composites without CB and with CB, respectively. Cross-linking reactions were monitored through
rheometric analysis carried out with a Monsanto moving die rheometer, performing tests at 151 8C,
TABLE I
FORMULATIONS OF COMPOSITES CONTAINING NANOG AS THE ONLY FILLERa
Nano G
Composite
G-0 G-1 G-2 G-4 G-8 G-12 G-16 G-20 G-40 G-60
phr 0 1 2 4 8 12 16 20 40 60
Volume
fraction 0 0.0043 0.0086 0.0171 0.0337 0.0497 0.0652 0.0808 0.1495 0.2097
a Amount of ingredients is indicated in phr (parts per hundred polymer). IR¼100 phr. Further ingredients: ZnO 4, stearic
acid 2, sulphur 2, CBS 1.
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for 30 min, at an oscillation frequency of 1.67 Hz (100 oscillations per minute) and oscillation
amplitude of–0.58. The following parameters are discussed in the following sections: ts1, t90, and
MH. ts1 is the time needed to have a torque equal to (MLþ1), t90 is the time of vulcanization required
to have a torque value equal to MLþ(90/100)(MH – ML), MH is the maximum torque measured, and
ML is the minimum torque measured.
CHARACTERIZATIONS
Density measurements were performed according to standard method ISO 2781, by
determining the weights of cross-linked composites in a fluid having a lower density (i.e., air
and water). These measurements were carried out to control the correspondence of the experimental
values with the theoretical ones expected on the basis of the composite formulation.
TEM analysis was performed with a Zeiss EM 900 microscope applying an accelerating
voltage of 80 kV. Ultra-thin sections (about 50 nm thick) of cross-linked composites were prepared
with a Leica EM FCS cryo-ultramicrotome equipped with a diamond knife by keeping the samples
at130 8C.
Wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) patterns were obtained, at 35 KV and 40 mA, with
nickel-filtered Cu-Ka radiation (1.5418 A˚), with an automatic Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer,
in reflection. The intensities of the reflections in WAXD patterns reported in pictures in this article
were not corrected for polarization and Lorentz factors, to allow a better visibility of the (00‘) peaks.
d-spacings were calculated using Bragg’s law. The Dhk‘ correlation length of nanoG crystals was
determined by applying the Scherrer equation:
Dhk‘ ¼ Kk=ðbhk‘ cos hhk‘Þ ð1Þ
where K is the Scherrer constant,k is the wavelength of the irradiating beam (1.5419 A˚, CuKa),bhk‘
is the width at half height, and hhk‘ is the diffraction angle. The introduction of a correction factor
has to be used in case bhk‘ is lower than 18.
Tensile tests were performed on cross-linked specimens, obtained from the IR composites,
adopting the following procedure. Composites were passed through a two-roll mill for 10 times at
40 8C, and disks, with a diameter of 56 mm and thickness of 2 mm, were prepared upon vulcanizing
for 20 min at 170 8C with 150 bar pressure. Dumbbell specimens according to type 2 of ISO 37:2011
were cut from the disks, having nominal gauge length dimensions of 23 43 20 mm3. For each
material, tensile tests were carried out at room temperature by an Instron dynamometer (model
3366). Two series of experiments were performed on each material. The first series was performed
to evaluate the initial elastic modulus, selecting 10 mm/min as the cross-head rate and setting the
distance between grips equal to the gauge length (20 mm). The second series was carried out to
evaluate the ultimate properties, using a cross-head rate of 100 mm/min and setting the distance
between the grips larger than the gauge length. Cross-head rates lower than the standard 500 mm/
TABLE II
FORMULATIONS OF COMPOSITES CONTAINING 60 PHR OF CB AND VARIOUS AMOUNTS OF NANOGa
Nano G
Composite
CB/G-0 CB/G-1 CB/G-2 CB/G-4 CB/G-6 CB/G-8 CB/G-12
phr 0 1 2 4 6 8 12
Volume fraction 0 0.0038 0.0075 0.0149 0.0222 0.0293 0.0434
a Amount of ingredients is indicated in phr (parts per hundred polymer). IR¼100 phr, CB¼60 phr. Further ingredients: ZnO
4, stearic acid 2, sulphur 2, CBS 1.
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min were thus adopted. The 10 mm/min rate allowed an increase in data resolution and thus the
accuracy for the determination of the initial elastic modulus at small strains. The higher 100 mm/
min rate, chosen for the tests up to break, allowed a reduction in the overall time of the tests.
Although mechanical properties of polymeric materials are rate dependent, the elastic modulus of
rubbers in the plateau region has a negligible dependence on cross-head rate. The slope at the origin
of the nominal stress–nominal strain curves was taken as the initial elastic modulus, E. Such a slope
was obtained by fitting with a least-square regression line the data points at nominal strains smaller
than 0.15%, where a linear stress–strain behavior is observed.
Dynamic-mechanical measurements in the torsion mode were carried out with a Monsanto
R.P.A. 2000 rheometer. A first strain sweep (0.1–25% strain amplitude) was performed at 50 8C on
un-cross-linked samples, to cancel their thermomechanical history. The samples were then kept in
the instrument at the minimum strain amplitude (0.1%) for 1000 s to achieve fully equilibrated
conditions. A strain sweep (0.1–25% strain amplitude) was then performed with a frequency of 1
Hz. Curing was carried out at 151 8C with a frequency of 1.67 Hz and an angle of 6.98%. Curing
time for composites with or without CB was 20 or 30 min, respectively.
On cross-linked samples, a first strain sweep (0.1–25% strain amplitude) was performed at 50
8C, then the sample was kept in the instrument at the minimum strain amplitude (0.1%) for 1000 s, to
achieve fully equilibrated conditions. Finally a strain sweep (0.1–25% strain amplitude) was
performed with a frequency of 1 Hz. Values of G0 at minimum deformation (0.28% strain), G0 (c
min), were taken upon achieving the fully equilibrated conditions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
NANOG CHARACTERIZATION
The crystalline order of the high surface area graphite was studied by means of XRD analysis.
Figure 1 reports the crystalline structure of graphite (Figure 1a) and the XRD pattern of the
commercial sample of nanoG used in this work (Figure 1b). The XRD pattern of nanoG shows the
following (00‘) reflections: (002) at 26.248 as 2h value, corresponding to a d002 distance of 0.339
nm and (004) at 54.38 as the 2h value. Figure 1a shows that, in the case of graphite, the d002 distance
corresponds to the distance between A and B planes. The presence of the 100 and 110 reflections in
XRD pattern at 42.78 and at 77.48, as 2h values, respectively, indicates a crystalline order in the
structural layer.
As mentioned in the ‘‘Introduction’’ section, the dimension of graphite crystallites in the
orthogonal and parallel directions with respect to structural layers was estimated from XRD data, by
FIG. 1. — Crystalline structure of graphite (a) and X-ray diffraction (CuKa) pattern in the 2h range of 5 to 808 of nanoG (b).
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calculating the correlation length D00‘, which means the out-of-plane correlation lengths (D?), and
the correlation length Dhk0, which means the in-plane correlation length (D||). In particular, D00‘ was
calculated by using the 002, 004, and 112 reflections, applying the Williamson and Hall plot66,82: a
value of 9.8 nm was calculated. Taking into account that the d002 interlayer distance is 0.339 nm, a
number of about 29 layers, stacked in an ordered manner, could be estimated. The in-plane
correlation length (D||) was determined from the 100 and 110 reflections, finding a value of 30.2 nm.
The shape anisotropy was calculated through the ratio D||/D?, and a value of 3.1 was found. In a
previous work,66 nanoG was compared with several graphite grades, mainly thermally expanded
graphites and calcinated petroleum coke. Shape anisotropy for these grades was in a range from 1 to
2.2. NanoG was thus found to have the highest shape anisotropy associated with a large in-plane
correlation length and a nearly complete turbostratic crystalline disorder. NanoG has thus a low
number of ordered stacked layers and a high aspect ratio. The thickness of GNP samples reported in
the literature, after the exfoliation treatments, is from several to dozens of nanometers and is thus of
the same magnitude of nanoG. As mentioned in the ‘‘Introduction’’ section, these features of nanoG
could favor the formation of filler networks and could also promote a remarkable mechanical
reinforcement. It thus appears reasonable to adopt nanoG for the preparation of polymer
nanocomposites. Moreover, the progressive delamination of the nanofiller induced by the mixing in
the IR matrix could also be expected, as already demonstrated by some of the authors,83 in the case
of both pristine and organically modified clays.
COMPOSITES WITH NANOG AS THE ONLY FILLER
As shown in Table I, nanoG was added to the IR matrix in a wide range of concentrations, from
1 to 60 phr. Characterizations were performed on samples cross-linked with a typical sulphur-based
system. Cross-linking curves are shown in Figure 2. The reversion of the cross-linking reaction was
lower than 5%, and the values of both ML and MH increased with the nanoG content. As can be seen
in Figure 2, the cross-linking reaction became faster as the nanoG content increased: ts1 and t90
values decreased from 13 to 4 min and from 19 to 10 min, respectively, passing from the neat IR
matrix to the nanocomposite with 60 phr of nanoG. In the literature, the cross-linking reaction of NR
was reported to be accelerated by a so-called functionalized graphite, obtained by thermal reduction
of GO and containing about 9% of oxygen atoms.54 The enhanced thermal conductivity of the
FIG. 2. — Cross-linking curves for IR-based composites with nanoG content from 0 to 60 phr (see Table I for formulations).
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nanocomposite was proposed to be responsible for the faster curing reaction. Conversely, it is also
reported in the literature that, with CNT as the carbon nanofiller, the curing reaction rate was lower
than that of pure NR (Refs. 84 and 85) and the scorch time was longer.86 The adsorption of curatives
on CNT was hypothesized to cause higher curing activation energy and lower reactivity.84,85
Analogously, in SBR as the polymer matrix, the curing time of the composites filled with CNTs was
found to be longer than that of samples with CB.87 The decrease of vulcanization time, scorch, and
optimum cure time and the increase of the maximum torque was also found88 by adding acid-treated
and ball-milled CNT to NR. The effect of carbon nanofillers on vulcanization behavior seems to
deserve further investigation. However, cross-linking data reported in this article allow us to
conclude that polymer chains were properly cross-linked.
TEM analysis was performed to assess the distribution and degree of dispersion of nanoG into
the IR matrix. Figures 3a and 3b show TEM micrographs of composites containing a low amount of
nanoG, 2 phr. At low magnification (Figure 3a), G appears to be evenly distributed, with a fairly fine
dispersion. Most agglomerates have submicrometric dimensions, some are about 5 lm large and
FIG. 3. — TEM micrographs at different magnifications of G-2 (a, b) and G-12 (c, d) cross-linked composites.
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only a few are about 10 lm large. At higher magnification (Figure 3b), it is possible to observe a
disordered placement of G layers inside the agglomerates and stacks of only a few G layers, as
indicated by the stack thickness. It is thus possible to claim that nanocomposites were prepared from
nanoG, being 100 nm the size threshold for having a nano-ingredient.89 At this low content, nanoG
particles do not form a continuous network in the IR matrix. Figures 3c and 3d show TEM
micrographs of cross-linked composites containing a higher amount of nanoG: 12 phr. NanoG
appears to be evenly distributed and highly delaminated (Figure 3c, low magnification). Moreover,
it appears to form a network, although not continuous, made by nanoG agglomerates, few of which
are about 7 lm large; some are about 3 lm large, and many are submicrometric sized. The
agglomerates appear highly disordered. At higher magnification (Figure 3d and insert), few and
single graphite layers appear located close to G agglomerates and, in a few cases, are dispersed in the
IR matrix. Figure 4 shows TEM images of nanocomposites G-20 and G-40, containing 20 (Figures
4a and 4b) and 40 phr (Figures 4c and 4d) of nanoG, respectively. TEM images of both
nanocomposites show, at low magnification, an even distribution of nanoG particles. A high level
FIG. 4. — TEM micrographs of G-20 (a, b) and G-40 (c, d) cross-linked composites.
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of delamination was observed: agglomerates are not larger than 10 lm, and most are
submicrometric sized and characterized by a disordered structure of the G layers. A very high
amount of few and single graphite layers can be observed at higher magnifications, also in G-40,
despite the high nanoG content. A continuous nanoG network within the IR matrix can be identified
in micrographs of G-20 and is evident in TEM images of G-40.
XRD analysis was performed on the composites containing nanoG, to investigate the
crystalline order of stacked layers in the polymer matrix. Figure 5 shows the XRD patterns of the
sample with 12 phr as nanoG content as taken from the mixer, not cross-linked (Figure 5a), and
cross-linked (Figure 5b).
Both patterns show a sharp peak at 26.28 as 2h value, corresponding to the 002 reflection of
nanoG. The Williamson-Hall plot could not be applied to determine the Dhk‘ correlation lengths,
because of the low intensity (absence) of reflections other than 002. Dhk‘ were thus determined by
applying the Scherrer equation (Eq. 1) to the 002 reflection. Dhk‘ values of about 11 nm for the un-
cross-linked sample and of 22 nm for the cross-linked sample were calculated. Taking into account
that the d002 interlayer distance in a crystalline graphite is 0.339 nm, a number of about 32 and about
65 layers, stacked in an ordered manner, was estimated for the un-cross-linked and the cross-linked
sample, respectively. Interestingly, the cross-linking step, which implies the application of a
remarkable pressure (150 bar) on the rubber nanocomposites, promotes a higher degree of order in
the graphite aggregates: a higher number of sheets become regularly stacked in crystalline domains.
It could be proposed that the application of energy on a system makes the system move toward a
minimum of energy, such as the nanoG crystallite. To the best of our knowledge, these findings are
reported for the first time here.
Initial moduli values are collected in Table III. From these values and from the inspection of
Figure 6, the E modulus is almost independent of the nanoG content up to 8 phr, increasing slightly
between 12 and 20 phr and remarkably above 20 phr, in particular above 40 phr of nanoG.
In a second series of experiments, tensile tests were performed to assess the ultimate properties
of the nanocomposites. Nominal stress–nominal strain curves are shown in Figure 7. As can be
seen, the presence of nanoG leads to a worsening of ultimate properties of the nanocomposites,
FIG. 5. — X-ray diffraction (CuKa) pattern in the 2h range of 2 to 1008 of G-12 composite.
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despite the good dispersion, high surface area, relatively high aspect ratio, and high shape
anisotropy of the nanofiller. However, other factors can affect the ultimate properties of filled and
cross-linked elastiomeric composites, for example, the filler–matrix adhesion, the cross-link
density, and the strain crystallization behavior. The effect of nanoG on these factors is still
unknown. The partial reaggregation of graphite sheets, shown by XRD analysis, could somehow
favor the deterioration of ultimate properties. However, it is noteworthy that nanocomposites based
on nanoG still show remarkable elongation at break, higher than 700% and 410%, even for nanoG
content of 40 and 60 phr, respectively.
For filled polymer melts and elastomers, the dependence of the initial modulus on the filler
concentration is expressed by the Guth-Gold-Smallwood equation90–92:
E=E0 ¼ 1 þ 0:67f/þ 1:62 f 2/2 ð2Þ
where E and E0 are the initial modulus of the filled and unfilled matrix, respectively, / is the filler
volume fraction, the quadratic term accounts for the mutual disturbance caused by the spherical
particles, and f is a shape factor that allows us to take into account the variation from the sphericity of
TABLE III
VALUES OF E AND OF G’(c MIN) MODULI FOR CROSS-LINKED COMPOSITES CONTAINING NANOG AS THE ONLY FILLERa
Sample G, phr G, volume fraction E, MPa E standard deviation, MPa G0(c min), MPa
G-0 0 0 1.31 0.045 0.43
G-1 1 0.0043 1.35 0.011 0.44
G-2 2 0.0086 1.41 0.026 0.44
G-4 4 0.0171 1.47 0.027 0.45
G-8 8 0.0337 1.59 0.022 0.47
G-12 12 0.0497 1.76 0.007 0.51
G-16 16 0.0652 1.95 0.13 0.56
G-20 20 0.0808 1.89 0.20 0.67
G-40 40 0.1495 4.83 0.51 1.24
G-60 60 0.2097 20.36 1.69 3.49
a Formulations are in Table I.
FIG. 6. — Initial modulus E, with standard deviations, for IR-based composites as a function of G content (see Table I for
formulations and Table III for E values).
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particle aggregates. Equation 2 cannot be applied for / values greater than a critical value, /p,
defined as the filler volume fraction required to have filler percolation, a phenomenon that occurs
when filler aggregates join together either by direct contact or via layer of polymer shell around
them. Equation 2 was meant for spherical fillers, such as CB, but it has been applied to nanofillers,
such as clays and CNT, calculating the f factor, considered as the aspect ratio of the nanofiller. In the
case of clays, f factors equal to 26 and to 42 were found by melt blending an organoclay (with
dimethyl ditalloyl ammonium as the compensating cation) with IR8 and NR,93 respectively.
Interestingly, these f factors were in the range of clay aggregate dimensions estimated from TEM
micrographs. In the case of CNT as nanofiller, the f values were as follows: from 15 to 20 when
CNTs were melt mixed with a blend of a poly(1,3-butadiene) and poly(styrene-co-1,3-
butadiene),94 22 when CNTs were melt blended with IR,11 and 40 when SBR-based
nanocomposites was prepared from solution blending.95 These values were lower than those of
pristine CNT and indicated that the mixing step drastically reduced the CNT length, as confirmed by
the inspection of nanocomposites by TEM. In the present work, by applying Eq. 2 to initial modulus
values of Table III, evaluated at strains lower than 0.15% (see the ‘‘Experimental’’ section,
‘‘Characterizations’’), a good fitting was found up toU¼0.0155 (14 phr of nanoG), with an f value
of about 5.
The value of /p was determined by elaborating initial modulus data of Table III with a model
proposed by Huber and Vilgis96 for elastomers filled with nanostructured CB. According to this
model, the excess of initial modulus (E – E0)/E0 has a linear dependence on the filler content below
the percolation threshold and scales with a power law with exponent 4 for higher filler
concentrations. The Huber-Vilgis model should be thus applied to composites containing spherical
fillers. However, it was successfully adopted for composites containing nanofillers to a different
extent far from sphericity, such as clay8–10 and CNT.11 A double logarithmic plot of the excess of E
modulus as a function of CNT volume fraction was obtained from the data of Table III and is shown
in Figure 8a. From the plot of Figure 8a, it is clear that experimental data can be linearly interpolated
according to two different straight lines with slope 0.9 and 3.5, respectively. The point at which the
two straight lines intersect each other gives the value of nanoG content required to achieve
percolation. The nanoG percolation threshold is at a content of about 0.086 as volume fraction,
which means at about 21.2 phr. In the literature, the percolation threshold for CB is shown to be in
the range from 30 to 35 phr.97,98
Cross-linked samples from Table I were also characterized through dynamic-mechanical
measurements. Strain sweep tests were carried out at 50 8C in the torsion mode, by applying a
FIG. 7. — (a) Nominal stress–nominal strain curves obtained for cross-linked IR/nanoG composites of Table I; (b) nominal
stress at break (open circles) and nominal strain at break (open triangles), with standard deviations, versus phr of nanoG.
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sinusoidal stress with a frequency of 1 Hz and a strain amplitude increasing from 0.1% to 25%.
Dynamic shear storage G0 and loss G 00 moduli were determined as a function of the strain amplitude.
The filler networking phenomenon was investigated by determining the dependence of the G0
modulus at minimum deformation G0(cmin) on the filler content and the dependence of G0 and G 00
moduli on nanoG content. Values of G0(c min) obtained for cross-linked samples of Table I are
shown in Table III. The nanoG percolation threshold was determined from G0(c min) values by
applying the Huber and Vilgis96 model and calculating the excess of G0(c min) through the
following equation (Eq. 3):
ðG0ðcminÞ  G00ðcminÞÞ=G00ðcminÞ ð3Þ
where G00(c min) is the initial modulus of the composite without any filler. A double logarithmic
plot was obtained, and it is shown in Figure 8b. The filler percolation threshold for nanoG was
calculated to be at about 18 phr, a value not far from the one calculated from the E initial modulus
values. This percolation threshold (at about 20 phr as nanoG concentration) appears to be higher
than the one detected for OC (Ref. 8) and CNT,11 at about 5.9 and 7.2 phr, respectively, but it is
definitely lower than the one typical of nanostructured fillers, in particular of CB.
Figures 9a and 9b show the dependence on the strain amplitude of the storage G0 and loss G 00
moduli, respectively. It is known that the viscoelastic moduli of polymer melts and elastomers
depend on the strain amplitude, besides frequency and temperature, in the presence of a filler
FIG. 9. — Behaviors of G0 (a) and G 00 (b) as a function of strain for composites containing different amounts of nanoG.
FIG. 8. — Huber–Vilgis double logarithmic plot: excess of modulus with respect to the unfilled matrix, (E – E0)/E0, as a
function of the filler volume fraction for cross-linked composites containing nanoG (see Table I for formulations).
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network. This nonlinear behavior is known as the Payne effect99 and implies a reduction of G0 as the
strain increases and a variation of G 00, which usually passes through a maximum. This phenomenon
is due to the disruption of a secondary network formed when filler particles join together either by
direct contact or via a layer of polymer shell around them. In Figure 9a, it is evident that remarkable
values ofDG0¼(G0(cmin) – G0(25%)) are obtained for the nanoG content of 40 and 60 phr, which are
higher values than the nanoG percolation threshold. The maximum of the G 00 curves reported in
Figure 9b is in the range from 0.5% to 2% of strain amplitude, and it becomes more evident for
nanoG contents above the percolation threshold.
COMPOSITES WITH NANOG AND CB
IR-based composites containing both CB and nanoG (Table II) were prepared to study the filler
networking process promoted by a hybrid filler system formed by nanoG in the presence of a carbon
allotrope. It was decided to adopt a CB concentration of 60 phr, suitable to form a CB network.97,98
Composite morphology was investigated by means of TEM analysis, and some representative
micrographs of composites containing 2 and 12 phr of nanoG are reported in Figure 10. TEM
observations of composites containing 2 phr of nanoG indicate micrometric and submicrometric
agglomerates of G within the IR matrix. As can be seen in Figures 10a and 10b, nanoG layers were
found preferentially located close to CB agglomerates, thus revealing the high affinity of nanoG for
the allotrope. An even nanoG distribution was detected also when the content of nanoG was 12 phr
(Figure 10c,d). Submicrometric agglomerates and highly oriented aggregates made by few layers of
nanoG were observed. A homogeneous hybrid CB–nanoG system was visible in TEM
micrographs, whereas a continuous network made by the two fillers could not be identified.
FIG. 10. — TEM micrographs of CB/G-2 (a, b) and CB/G-12 (c, d) cross-linked composites.
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By using the concept and literature values of ZP, a comprehensive understanding of the
microstructure of nanocomposites containing dual filler systems based on CB and a nanofiller was
attempted in the literature.79 At pH levels of rubber mixtures, ZP values are negative for nanofillers
and are positive for CB types such as the one used in the present work. It was thus proposed that
negatively charged nanoparticles (sepiolite and carbon nanofibers in Bhattacharya and
Bhowmick79) can be attracted by a positively charged CB surface. The attraction between CB
and clay was also documented.100,101 Despite the fact that ZP measurements were not performed in
the present work, these literature findings could justify the microstructure shown in TEM images of
Figure 10 and support the formation of the hybrid CB–nanoG filler network.
The crystalline structure of nanoG in the composite containing CB as a further filler was
investigated through XRD analysis. Figure 11 reports the XRD pattern of the cross-linked
composite containing 12 phr of nanoG. In the pattern, a sharp peak at a 2h value of 26.48 is evident,
corresponding to the (002) reflection of G, which indicates the presence of highly ordered G stacks
in nanoG. Moreover, the broad peak due to the crystallinity of CB can be noticed. It is known that
the parallel graphitic layers are placed in a disordered way in CB, giving rise to the so-called
turbostratic structure.102
As was done in the case of the pristine nanoG sample and in the case of the composite with
nanoG as the only filler, the Scherrer equation (Eq. 1) was applied to the (002) reflection,
determining a (D?) value of about 30.2 nm and calculating a number of about 89 layers stacked in an
ordered manner. It can be proposed that, passing from the pristine nanoG to cross-linked
composites, with and without CB, the crystalline order in the direction perpendicular to the
structural layers appears to increase. Also for these composites, with the hybrid filler system, the
effect of the high pressure applied for the cross-linking step has to be taken into account.
Cross-linked composites of Table II were characterized by tensile measurements, similar to
what was done for composites without CB. The initial elastic modulus was determined as the slope
at the origin of the nominal stress–nominal strain curves, and its reproducibility was evaluated over
three repetitions. Data of E modulus are shown in Table IV. It is evident, by taking into account the
FIG. 11. — X-ray diffraction (CuKa) pattern in the 2h range of 2 to 808 of the CB/G-5 cross-linked composite.
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fluctuating behavior of data, that the E modulus remains substantially unaltered up to about 6–8 phr
of nanoG content, whereas an appreciable increase occurs for nanoG content equal to 12 phr.
In a second series of experiments, tensile tests were performed, achieving the elongation at
break for all the samples. Figure 12 shows that nanocomposites containing nanoG are able to attain
remarkable elongations at break, despite the presence of 60 phr of CB. The negative effect of nanoG
on stress and strain at break can be observed, although it is less pronounced than that found for the
compounds without CB. Analogous comments about this finding could be made, and, also for these
nanocomposites based on the hybrid nanoG–CB filler system, the partial reaggregation of nanoG
sheets, shown by XRD analysis, can be taken into consideration.
Composites containing 60 phr of either nanoG or CB can be directly compared: the inspection
of Figure 7a and Figure 12a shows that the composite with CB is able to attain higher elongation at
break, in line with what was commented above on the negative effect of nanoG on the ultimate
properties. From the comparative analysis of data in Table III and in Table IV, similar G0 values
appear for composites with either 60 phr of nanoG or 60 phr of CB (3.0 and 3.5, respectively),
whereas a large difference can be observed between the E values: 20.4 and 8.3 for composites with
either nanoG or CB, respectively. This interesting finding could be due, at least in part, to the shape
anisotropy of nanoG. However, it is also known that graphite is commonly used as a solid
lubricant103: the layers glide under shear stress, due to weak van der Waals forces between them,
TABLE IV










CB/G-0 0 0 8.30 0.94 3.00
CB/G-1 1 0.0038 8.10 0.62 3.13
CB/G-2 2 0.0075 10.07 0.91 3.25
CB/G-4 4 0.0149 7.88 0.46 3.43
CB/G-6 6 0.0222 9.69 0.65 3.60
CB/G-8 8 0.0293 9.83 0.82 3.91
CB/G-12 12 0.0434 14.9 1.5 4.54
a Formulations are in Table II.
FIG. 12. — (a) Nominal stress-nominal strain curves obtained for cross-linked IR/CB/nanoG composites of Table II,
containing 60 phr CB and different amounts of nanoG; (b) nominal stress at break (open circles) and nominal strain at break
(open triangles), with standard deviations, versus phr of nanoG.
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and low coefficient of friction (COF) and abrasion104 are obtained. Further reduction of COF and
wear has been reported for nanocomposites based on GNP in place of graphite,59,60 and this result
has been attributed to the formation of graphite lubricant film, without a direct contact with the
friction surface. The remarkable increase of mechanical reinforcement due to nanoG seems thus to
be lost when a shear stress is applied to the nanocomposite.
Cross-linked samples of Table II were characterized through dynamic-mechanical
measurements, performing strain–sweep tests, applying the same procedure adopted for
nanocomposites with nanoG as the only filler. Values of G0(c min) are collected in Table IV.
Analogously to what observed for the E values, G0(c min) remains substantially unaltered up to
about 6 to 8 phr as nanoG content and appreciably increases with 12 phr of nanofiller.
The E modulus and G0(c min) values of Table IV were elaborated, by applying the Huber-
Vilgis model explained above, to investigate the presence of a discontinuity in the dependence of
the excess of modulus on the nanofiller content. As mentioned above, the Huber-Vilgis model
should be applied to composites containing one spherical filler. However, two regimes in the
Huber-Vilgis plot were surprisingly observed for nanocomposites containing a hybrid filler system,
based on CB and either OC (Ref. 8) or CNT,11 suggesting the presence of a second percolation
threshold.
NanoG/CB–based nanocomposites showed, analogously to what was reported for the samples
with CB/OC (Ref. 8) and CB/CNT (Ref. 11) hybrid filler systems, a discontinuity in the dependence
of the excess of modulus on nanoG content, as if nanoG and CB were able to establish a continuous
hybrid filler network throughout the polymer matrix (although, as mentioned above, said
continuous network was not easily identified in TEM micrographs). Elaborating E values and G0(c
min) values, the mentioned discontinuity was determined to be at about 8 and about 6 phr,
respectively. Analogously to CB/OC (Ref. 8) and CB/CNT (Ref. 11) hybrid filler systems, said
discontinuity occurs at a nanofiller concentration lower than the one required to have the nanofiller
percolation in the neat IR matrix. It could be commented that the presence of CB favors the
dispersion of nanoG by enhancing the mixing stress. As a matter of fact, in TEM micrographs of
Figure 10, nanoG agglomerates appear smaller than those present in TEM micrographs of Figure 4.
Strain sweep tests allowed us to investigate the dynamic-mechanical behavior at moderate
deformations of the nanocomposites with the hybrid filler system by applying a strain amplitude up
to 25%. The dependence of G0 and G 00 on the strain amplitude for composites of Table II is shown in
Figures 13a and 13b, respectively. All of the composites show a nonlinear behavior also in the
absence of nanoG, as should be expected taking into account that CB is at a concentration clearly
above its percolation threshold. The addition of nanoG brings about an enhancement of the Payne
effect, which appears appreciable for nanoG contents greater than 8 phr, a value mentioned above to
bring about a shift from one regime to another for the dependence of the excess of modulus on
nanoG content.
The pronounced enhancement of both DG0 and G 00 (in particular for 12 phr of nanoG) and the
findings reported above for the E modulus (see the data in Table IV) suggest the investigation as to
whether nanoG is able to develop a synergism with CB. In previous work on composites based CB/
OC (Ref. 8) and CB/CNT (Ref. 11) hybrid filler systems, both nanofillers were found to develop a
synergism with CB, which is said to occur when the value detected (for example) for the E modulus of
the composite with the hybrid filler system is higher than the sum of the individual elements’
contributions. Figure 14 shows that the values of the initial modulus, determined for composites
containing both CB and nanoG (indicated by circles), are much higher than the values of EIR/CB/nanoG
(dotted line) calculated through the following equation105 (Eq. 4):
EIR=CB=nanoG ¼ EIR=CB þ EIR=nanoG  EIR ð4Þ
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where EIR/CB is the initial modulus of the composite containing 60 phr of CB (8.30 MPa; see Table
IV), EIR is the initial modulus of the IR matrix (1.31 MPa; see Table III), and EIR/nanoG is the initial
modulus of the composite containing a given amount of nanoG in the neat IR matrix (see Table IV).
For example, by adding 12 phr of nanoG to a neat IR matrix, the initial modulus E increases by 0.45
MPa, whereas the same amount of nanoG brings an increase of E of 6.58 MPa (see the data in Tables
III and IV). On the basis of these findings, which demonstrate the interaction of CB and nanoG, and
taking into consideration the information obtained from TEM (Figure 10), the pronounced
enhancement of bothDG0 and G 00 (Figure 13), and what was mentioned above on the discontinuity in
the dependence of the excess of modulus on nanoG content, nanoG and CB can be considered to form
a hybrid filler network, as already reported for CB/OC (Ref. 8) and CB/CNT (Ref. 11) systems.
CONCLUSIONS
A pristine nanoGraphite (nanoG), without any pretreatment to reduce the number of stacked
layers, was found to promote filler networking in poly(1,4-cis-isoprene), neat or in the presence of
CB, at a relatively low concentration. NanoG had a high surface area and a high shape anisotropy,
FIG. 13. — Dependence of G0 (a) and G 00 (b) as a function of strain for composites containing CB and different amounts of
nanoG.
FIG. 14. — E initial modulus values for composites containing 60 phr of CB, as a function of the added nanoG (phr):
experimental values (), qualitative trend of experimental data (-), calculated values (- - -) (see text).
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defined as the ratio between the out-of-plane correlation length (D?) and the in-plane correlation
length (D||). A quantitative determination of the percolation threshold in the neat polymer matrix
was performed through tensile and dynamic-mechanical measurements, and a value of about 20 phr
as nanoG content was found. In samples containing the hybrid filler system nanoG/CB (60 phr), a
discontinuity was observed for the dependence of the excess of modulus on nanoG content, at about
6 phr as nanoG content, as if nanoG were able to establish a continuous network in the polymer
matrix. These findings appear to be in line with what was already reported for other nanofillers such
as OC and CNT, in the same matrices. TEM analysis revealed, in all of the samples, an even
dispersion of nanoG and the presence of nanometric aggregates made also by few layers of
graphene. Through XRD analysis, it was observed that the D? correlation length of nanoG
aggregates remained substantially unchanged passing from pristine sample to the IR nano-
composite and increased upon performing the cross-linking reaction, thus suggesting the
reorganization of nanoG in a liquid matrix, such as IR, upon applying a high pressure. Thus, nanoG
behaves differently from clays, which experience a progressive exfoliation as a consequence of the
mixing energy.
This work presents shape anisotropy as an important feature of a layered nanofiller such as a
nanoGraphite. NanoG with a high shape anisotropy was successfully dispersed in an elastomer
matrix as aggregates made by few layers, thus forming a continuous network at relatively low
concentration without the need of any pretreatment and maintaining a long-range crystalline order
within the layer. Further investigations need to be performed in order to assess the correlation
between the nanofiller shape anisotropy and the nanocomposite properties. NanoG with high shape
anisotropy appears to be the ideal candidate to achieve extensive exfoliation through the treatments
reported in the prior art.21–24
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